


◻ My grandmother lives in the village of Starkov. Her name is 
Moroz Nina. I enjoy spending time in the village of my 
grandmother. She has a wonderful little house where I was 
always warmly greet. Even in cold winter I feel great there! 
Why? The answer is simple! It's a great quiet place. At the 
entrance to the village only dogs barking breaks calm silent 
of nature. 



◻ I approach to the pretty courtyard. It was kindly looking old 
house.  
Wooden windows are covered with frost, which lends a fabulous 
place this temptation .From the threshold, I feel the smell of pies. 
Grandma happily greets me and escorted into the living room. 
It's so cozy! I was surrounded by a pleasant atmosphere, 
supported by a warm fire in the stove, grandmother's stories and 
fairy tales. 



◻ Right from the entrance to the room is a huge closet-old 
man. He has seen a lot, as well as unusual items, standing 
inside it. This antique vase, a small porcelain snuff box 
with a lid, various statuettes ... But the most important 
thing - it is a book. In this cabinet, it seems, I have a 
whole long history of our planet. 



◻ Here and children's books, and instructive philosophical and 
lyrical works of different years. There are encyclopedias, 
ready to tell a lot to those who want it. Directly opposite of 
the rare giant are a large window from which the well is 
visible the whole street. Snow coming down heavily behind 
glass and I watch the beauty of nature while sitting in a 
comfortable chair with a cup of tea.



◻ In the middle stands a table, cluttered with food, but 
ready at any time to get rid of this burden and provide 
a place for reading or other equally important matters.  
In the middle stands a table, cluttered with food, but 
ready at any time to get rid of this burden and provide 
a place for reading or other equally important matters.



◻
Cottage by the grandmother in this quiet village - just a 
magical place, where the past comes to life bygone. I'd 
visited him namogo more often, but, alas, it turns on the 
weekends to escape from the city shemnogo in this 
mysterious silence.



Thank you for your attention !


